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WE LOVE FMD.
SO WILL YOU.

There is something unforgettably special about Autumn/Winter
fashion that feels totally fresh. Maybe it’s the fact that you get a
clean start by switching out your summer wardrobe, or perhaps
it’s the welcome return of a playful aesthetic. Either way, the result is that nothing compares to the unadulterated joy of dressing
up that comes with Autumn/Winter.

This issue is all about the prettiness of the season and there’s a host of looks and ideas in our pages that provide inspiration for everyone. Even more, we show you the pieces you’ll be wanting this season and, perhaps even more important,
how to wear them. With so many infinitely wearable looks to choose from, creating moodboards for our cover shoot
was challenging. So, when it came to choose a model to bring the wonderful rhythm of past and present, Nadine Ponce
was the obvious choice. As youthful as she is classic, she is uniquely beautiful and embodies this fun, free-spirited mood
in ‘Here with me’ (p.27).
As you browse through the editorials, you will notice two opposing and equally strong trends: Cozy Cashmere in
‘Surface to Air’ featuring former Victoria’s Secret model Katsia Zingarevich (p.60) and Pretty Florals, in ‘The Botanic
Verses’ (p.92). Turning heads is Australian beauty Rosie Tupper in ‘Winter Brightside’ (p.48), who sports the season’s
best from envy-inducing, to gottahave-it-I’m-obsessed looks. The accompanying portraits, by Australian photographer
Christian Blanchard, are - in my opinion - some of the finest we have ever published. We also introduce German new
face Cosima Fritz, who wears this season’s romance with a carefree attitude in ‘The New Now’ (p.74). Her talent and
beauty will take her places.
With 98+ pages of sumptuous Fashion, our Autumn/Winter issue is so much more than just beautiful pictures. In our
‘Introducing’ section we look at entrepreneurs who have seized opportunities and taken over leadership in Fashion’s
growing business landscape. First there’s the extraordinary talent of Peyman Amin in ‘Love Meets Fashion’, (p.24).
Known to a broader audience as a judge in Germany’s Next Top Model and a former agent at IMG Models Paris, Peyman is now the owner of a successful German fashion agency PARS Management. Continuing the flight of fancy in
‘Carrousel of Class’ (p.20), is Swiss accessories brand De Marquet’s Rafaella Iten Metzler, who talks about the challenges
of success and the company’s future.
But our daydreaming doesn’t stop there, we also reveal the first ‘Fashion City Ranking’ with the help of IFDAQ. From
Paris to Milan, we give you the top 20 cities that have a profound influence on the world of fashion (p.6). And, while
we’re transitioning between seasons, we’ve extended our travel section too. Wanderlust can feel a little different depending on which corner of the globe you’re in. Which is why we are thrilled to give you a closer and unbiased look at
the Hotel Schweizerhof Bern and the SPA (p.44) and Hotel Cortiina in Munich (p.88).
Fashionista’s will be interested to know that the issue is a four-model cover series. First there’s former Victoria’s Secret
Model Katsia Domankova who enchants us with her bright flashy smile while Nadine Ponce, layers up in Autumn
looks that starts the season off right. Both of their covers come in 24k Gold foil. German newcomer Cosima Fritz
makes her brilliant debut in a gorgeous Talbot Runhof jumpsuit lensed by Christina Kapl. Finally, Australian model
Rosie Tupper was lensed by Christian Blanchard, against a simple white background that makes her radiant looks stand
out. Moreover, their covers will be available in black foil and silver foil respectively. We’re extremely excited ourselves
as there’s a cover for everyone or all four if you’re as fanatical about fashion as us!
One of the greatest things about fashion is the power to transform, and I can’t think of a better way to get ready for
autumn than with our magazine, which is also our seventh issue. All of us at loveFMD feel so privileged to be a part of
a legacy that enhances a woman’s personal style, and we are committed to setting the standard for what comes next. I
hope this issue will make you enjoy autumn as much as we have putting it together.
Enjoy your ‘ad free’ read!
With much love,
Iva Mirbach
&
Your loveFMD Team
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FASHION & TECHNOLOGY | GLOBAL FASHION CITIES

meet the most important and powerful

GLOBAL FASHION CITIES
words by Clinton Gonsalvez
research by Iva Mirbach
scientific assistance by Dr. Reimund Homann

Fashion is synonymous with geography. Not only does
it play a leading role in a city’s identity, but is firmly
ingrained in its cultural trends. For most of the 20th
century, the Big Four – Paris, Milan, London and New
York have predominantly been influential fashion
centres. Unarguably, their domination of global fashion
is due to the fact that they are the principal trendsetters:
hosting the most important fashion weeks and home to
the biggest fashion houses and brands.
Identifying a starting point of how these cities became
‚Fashion Capitals‘ is not difficult to ascertain. Historically,
Paris has undisputedly been the style capital which
began with the rule of Louis XIV, and was influenced
by Queen Marie Antoinette who devoted much of her
time to fashion. Paris’ influence continued well into the
20th century with Coco Chanel and Yves Saint Laurent
who revived Parisian haute couture. London is also not
without its fair share of fashion dominance, which began
during the Elizabethan era and was later re-consolidated
thanks to the expanding British empire and Charles
Frederick Worth. Although the ‚House of Worth‘ was
established in Paris, Charles Frederick Worth was an
Englishman in exile and is considered the father of haute
couture. Together, London and Paris were the Fashion
Mecca‘s: Paris for its womenswear avant-garde inventory
and London for its menswear.

center in the world of fashion during the 1970‘s and 1980‘s
with avant-garde designers such as Issey Miyake or Rei
Kawakubo of Comme des Garçons, (albeit Kawakubo
presented her collections in Paris). In the 1990‘s Antwerp
became a must-stop for fashionistas due to its prestigious
Royal Academy of Fine Arts, organised tourism and
mega-cultural events. The late 2000‘s saw Berlin gain
importance and become Germany’s fashion capital after
KarlHeinz Müller staged his streetwear exhibition for
Bread & Butter and the first Mercedes-Benz Fashion
Week was held in the summer of 2007.
While ‚Style Centres‘ may be everywhere today, not
all cities are equal when it comes to importance. Even
though globalization has led to the spread of fashion
markets more widely – some cities still rule the market
when it comes to influence in our beloved industry. And
so, with the Big Four fashion weeks coming to a close,
we wanted take a look at the ranking of the most fashionoriented cities for 2017 in cooperation with the IFDAQ International Fashion Digital Automated Quantification
system. The IFDAQ’s FACER Index is a daily updated,
comprehensive, transparent and highly precise rating for
over 1,000 monitored fashion cities. As part of the IFDAQ
virtual ecosystem and built with Artificial Intelligence,
the FACER‘s algorithm considers a high-dimensional
data pool of significant factors and sub-factors, including
the city‘s relative worldwide market volume, industry
share, turnover potential, socio-demographic and overall
influence.

PREVIEW ONLY
Full Issue #7 available @
www.lovefmd.com

During the Renaissance era, Italian fashion hit its
peak when city-states like Florence, Milan and Rome
became Europe’s principal trendsetters. In the 1950s and
1960s Florence re-emerged as a fashion capital, while
the 1980‘s saw Milan regain its position as the most
important fashion capital of the world. The beginning
of the twentieth century, presented the opportunity
for new cities to shine and at the end of World War
II, New York emerged as a new fashion capital in 1943,
when it launched the world’s first organized fashion
week. Originally called ‚Press Week‘, it gave American
designers the opportunity to showcase their work for
fashion industry insiders who were unable to travel to
Paris due to the war. New York’s success as a fashion
capital was a confluence of factors associated with World
War II and America‘s demand for a style independent of
Paris that was fueled by nationalism.
Though the ‚Big Four‘ have remained the center for
fashion even till today, in recent times, a slew of new
smaller cities emerged challenging their position. While
they tried to join the ranks, these new cities ended up
becoming what one would call ‚Alt Fashion Capitals‘ or
‚Style Centres‘, that were beyond the so-called ‚fashion
capitals‘ and sought to develop their own influence
through fashion culture. Tokyo became an influential
6 | loveFMD.com

It must be noted that, in the following ranking we are
highlighting three primary factors: Brands, Magazines
and Agencies. The reasons for these are multi-fold:
(1) Brands - The more brands are located in a city, the higher
is the reputation of a city in respect to their fashion influence.
In addition, we also measured the prestige of every single
brand. As more influential brands are based in a city the more
important the city is.
(2) Magazines - Media gives an insight into the geographic
importance of a city from which they have the greatest
influence on fashion consumers.
(3) Agencies - The amount, quality and dimension of
modeling and artist agencies located at a certain city gives
a perception how big the booking request volume of work a
city has. This means that the more agencies there are in a
city, the more job assignments are carried out in the sense of
production for advertising campaigns, catalogues, lookbooks,
fashion shows, commercial and fashion media production for
editorials.

FASHION & TECHNOLOGY | GLOBAL FASHION CITIES

With diversity and unique cultures making fashion such
an exciting industry to be in, we took into consideration
the 100 most important fashion cities according to the
IFDAQ universe, to ascertain which are the top 20. The
main reason for limiting our ranking to the 100 most
important cities is that they account for about 94% of the
international market. Our mapping of the world’s leading
fashion cities illustrates that while North America may
have the biggest fashion metropolitan in the world,
which is New York, Europe has by far the most densely
populated fashion market with an average of over 60% of
the global market, owing to cities such as Paris, Milan,
London, Madrid, Stockholm and Barcelona to name a
few. Below, we break each city down in detail by taking
a look at what makes them unique and the reasons why
they made the Top 20 list from the rest of the pack.

N°20 Copenhagen

Copenhagen may not have a strong print media but
it has a very strong fashion model market. It has the
leading agencies such as Scoop Models, Elite Model
Management, Unique Models, who are responsible for
the international successes of models such as Freja Beha
Erichsen, Frederikke Sofie Falbe-Hansen, Nadja Bender,
Josephine Skriver and Helena Christensen. The Danish
fashion industry is flourishing like never before and
there are countless successful designers and brands like
Ole Lyngaard, Anne Sofie Madsen and Fonnesbech.

N°19 Rome

Rome made it into the top 20 of our list since it is home
to leading Italian fashion brands such as Fendi, Valentino
and Bulgari. Besides that, Rome has one of the most
high-end shopping districts in the world and hosts the
biannual Rome Fashion Week aka Alta Roma Alta Moda
- one of the most luxurious and prestige events alongside
the Haute Couture in Paris.

Moreover, it is also where several important fashion
agencies such as Modelwerk, Model Management, Place
Model Management and Mega Model Agency reside.

N°14 Seoul

South Korea might lie in the cultural shadow of China and
Japan, but that hasn’t stopped its capital from developing
a thriving fashion scene. Thanks to prosperous fashion
brands such as Pakchoonmoo, Kye, Son Jung Wan,
Nain and Aritaum as well as a very robust fashion media
environment, it is not surprising that Seoul is the second
biggest fashion city in Asia.

N°13 Munich

Munich is the 3rd German city to grace this list. While
Berlin is a vital business hub for fashion shows and
Hamburg is ground zero for a strong fashion model scene,
Munich is characterized by a very strong fashion media
landscape. Media publishers such as Burda Media, and
Condé Nast have their headquarters there, while brands
like Bogner, Maerz, Aigner, Allude and Rena Lange have
their origins in Munich.

N°12 Sydney

As part of the Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week circuit and a
booming brand range including Zimmermann, Seafolly,
Dion Lee and Ellery, Sydney has earned the right to be
the fashion capital of Australia. Moreover, with Chic
Management and Priscilla’s Model Management located
there, it has two of the world’s most respected agencies
to its name.

PREVIEWN°11
ONLY
Moscow
Moscow does well in our international ranking thanks
Full Issue #7 available
@ scene being as vibrant as ever.
to the Russian fashion
Fashion models such as Sasha Pivovarova, Natasha Poly,
www.lovefmd.com
Natalia Vodianova and Irina Shayk, constantly occupy

N°18 Berlin

Since 2007, Berlin has been part of the Mercedes-Benz
Fashion Week circuit and has developed itself as the
creative epicenter of Germany. Although it is home
to one of Germany’s biggest modeling agency, Iconic
Management, who relocated from Hamburg to Berlin, its
fashion scene still remains young and limited.

N°17 Amsterdam

Amsterdam is not only popular for being chosen
by international fashion labels as their European
headquarters, it is also home to design, production,
wholesale and retail companies. Furthermore, the Dutch
capital has also manifested its status as the ‘denim capital
of the world.’ Hence it is no surprise that a famous denim
brand like G-Star has its roots in Amsterdam.

N°16 Florence

The main reason why Florence made it in the top
20 is because it is the birthplace of several prestige
powerhouses including Emilio Pucci, Gucci, Roberto
Cavalli, Salvatore Ferragamo and Ermanno Scervino.
Besides that, it also hosts the world’s most important
platform for men’s clothing and accessory collections
during the Pitti Immagine Uomo.

N°15 Hamburg

Hamburg has a strong commercial market, with highpaying direct bookings and is home to leading German
retailers such as Otto, Bonprix, Unger and Heine.

the international fashion scene, contributing to Russian
fashion media and its agencies having a high place value.

N°10 Barcelona

Barcelona ranks at N°10 for many good reasons. For
centuries the city has been a major textile hub, making it
one of the fastest growing fashion industries in the world.
Further, several of the world’s top fashion brands are
headquartered there, such as Custo Barcelona, Mango,
Oysho, Massimo Dutti, Sita Murt and Desigual are
headquartered there. Barcelona is also the 6th strongest
location of the fashion modeling industry and sustains
one of the world’s strongest fashion modeling markets
with agencies such as Uno Models, View Management
and Traffic Models.

N°9 Los Angeles

Los Angeles is not only the second largest fashion city
in North America, but also the 5th strongest destination
when it comes to international successful brands, a
few of which are J Brand, American Apparel, Forever
21, and Frame Denim. The city is also best known for
establishing popular models like Tyra Banks, Gigi and
Bella Hadid, Chanel Iman, Kendall Jenner as well as one
of the top Victoria’s Secret angels Lily Aldridge. Even the
L.A. Fashion Week is an important one due to the fact
that Tommy Hilfiger shifted his fashion show from New
York to L.A. and Tom Ford relocated his women’s design
studio.
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FACER - THE 1ST FASHION CITY RATING LIST
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N°8 Stockholm

Thanks to a very strong brand portfolio including
H&M, Acne Studios, Cos Sweden and Filippa K,
Stockholm is one of the strongest cities. With
its own Fashion Week, it is also an incubator for
Swedish designers to innovate.

N°7 Tokyo

Tokyo is the biggest fashion city in Asia and
undoubtedly one of the most uncommon fashion
locations in the world. Not only does it have
international brands like Uniqlo, sacai, Shiseido,
Undercover and Adeam, but also has a very wellbuilt and strong print media landscape which
includes urban magazines like Commons&Sense,
Fudge, JJ, Ginza, Glitter to name a few.

N°6 São Paulo

São Paulo is the leading fashion city in South
America and hosts the fifth biggest fashion
week in the world after the big-four. Every
season, São Paulo shows the world, the Brazilian

appeal in fashion with international renowned
Brazilian brands such as Ellus, Osklen, Alexandre
Herchcovitch, Animale and Carlos Miele. The
fact that the most beautiful women such as Gisele
Bundchen, Isabeli Fontana, Carolina Trentini,
Adriana Lima and Alessandra Ambrosio come
from Brazil, also contributes to the success of the
agencies in São Paulo.

N°5 Madrid

Madrid holds the 5th position due to the fact that it
is also the 5th strongest destination when it comes
to fashion media. The Madrid Fashion Week is the
most prestigious fashion event in Spain and is part
of the world-wide Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week
circuit. It also has an impressive brand portfolio
with brands such as Loewe, Delpozo, Carrera y
Carrera and Ansorena. As the heart of Spanish
fashion consumption, production and exhibition,
Madrid undoubtedly dominates the Spanish
fashion market.

MAPPING THE WORLD‘S LEADING FASHION CITIES
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TOP 20 FASHION CITIES

GLOBAL
MARKET
BREAKDOWN

N. AMERICA

EUROPE

23,55 %

60,55%

ASIA
AFRICA
0,48 %

AUSTRALIA &
OZEANIA

New York

18,831

Paris

16,824

Milan

15,315

London

10,248

Madrid

2,059

São Paulo

1,595

Tokyo

1,551

Stockholm

1,426

Los Angeles

1,348

Barcelona

1,265

Moscow

1,235

Sydney

1,231

Munich

1,102

Seoul

0,945

Hamburg

0,871

Florence

0,787

Amsterdam

0,747

Berlin

0,736

Rome

0,705

Copenhagen

0,695

5,38%

S. AMERICA
2,28 %

1,76 %
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N°4 LONDON DASHBOARD
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Why London ranks at N°4
•

It has strong online retailers like Net-A-Porter, Asos, Marks & Spencer, Primark, Next.

•

The top 12 modeling agencies control around 68% of the whole modeling market
in London. The biggest agency is Storm Models who even without Cara Delevingne
and Kate Moss, can dominate the market with its plethora of models such as Jourdan
Dunn, Eva Herzigova, Lily Cole and Karolina Kurkova.

•

The bar chart on the next page illustrates the 15 top fashion models with the best
performance in London in an 18 month trend view, listed by highest publication
performance, influence share and demand value as of September 2017. Cara Delevingne
is still dominating the market in London even though she is more focused on her
acting career.

•

The next graph shows London’s most influential fashion and lifestyle magazines
quoted by their highest prestige, advertising value, business reputation and industry
influence, as of September 2017. In an international comparison built on the basis of
magazines, London leads the magazine top list. This can be attributed to the fact that
it has several popular urban magazines such as i-D, Love, AnOther, Dazed, etc.

•

The line graph shows the five strongest fashion brands from London in a relative
IFDAQ-value comparison from January 2014 till September 2017. Furthermore, it
highlights that Alexander McQueen is the strongest brand of them all.

PREVIEW ONLY
Full Issue #7 available @
www.lovefmd.com
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The SquadManagement
(2.32)
Tess Management
(2.08)

Viva Models - London
(4.29)

Next Model Management - London
(8.29)

B

A

The Hive Management
(2.21)

Nevs Model Agency - London
(2.36)

TOTAL
122,37

Select Model Management
(7.49)

Models 1
(9.56)

IMG Models - London
(10.06)

Storm Models - London
(15.53)

Premier Model Management
(10.17)

Elite Model Management - London
(9.71)

FASHION MODELING AGENCIES - MARKET LEADERS

A
Top 12 Agencies
68,83%

B
Other Agencies
31,12%
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MOST BOOKED MODELS

929,33

1010,82

1016,22

1018,78

1047,40

Alanna Arrington

Isabella Emmack

Lindsey Wixson
Edie Campbell
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Rosie H.-Whiteley

1066,30

1076,07

1058,93
Hana Jirickova

Irina Kravchenko

1100,81

Bella Hadid
Aamito Lagum

1280,18

1171,46

1114,31
Jean Campbell

Malaika Firth

1361,77
Kate Moss

Lara Mullen

Selena Forrest

Cara Delevingne

1427,74

1579,75

TRENDING FASHION MAGAZINES
Vogue UK

32196,98

Harper‘s Bazaar

22612,35

i-D

17716,49

Elle UK

16492,09

Love

16411,83

The Edit

12872,36

AnOther

10981,31

Dazed

9209,03

Porter

7759,83

Marie Claire UK

6523,78

Pop

6336,99

Glass UK

5769,69

Wonderland

5516,82

Dazed & Confused 4524,97
10 Magazine

4427,76

TOP 5 FASHION BRANDS - RELATIVE COMPARISON
JIMMY CHOO

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN

BURBERRY

TOPSHOP

CHRISTOPHER KANE

1.5

Aug 2017

Jan 2017

Jul 2016

Dec 2015

Jun 2015

Nov 2014

0.5

Apr 2014

1.0
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N°3 MILAN DASHBOARD
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Why Milan ranks at N°3
•

Milan is home to several leading fashion designers including Giorgio Armani, Miuccia
Prada and Dolce & Gabbana.

•

The top 11 modeling agencies control around 73% of Milan‘s entire modeling
market, starting with the biggest being Why Not Model Agency followed by Women
Management and IMG Models.

•

The bar chart on the next page illustrates the 15 top fashion models with the best
performance in Milan in an 18 month trend view, listed by highest publication
performance, influence share and demand value as of September 2017. Milan is a
competitive modeling market, but is also a great place to launch your modeling career
on an international level.

•

The next graph shows Milan’s most influential fashion and lifestyle magazines quoted
by their highest prestige, advertising value, business reputation and industry influence,
as of September 2017. In an international comparison built on the basis of magazines,
Milan occupies the fourth place. Perhaps it weren’t for Condé Nast Italia‘s decision
to shutter L‘Uomo Vogue, Vogue Sposa, Vogue Bambini and Vogue Gioiello, Milan
would have ranked higher on this list.

•

The line graph shows the five strongest fashion brands from Milan in a relative
IFDAQ-value comparison from January 2014 till September 2017. Furthermore, it
highlights that Prada is the strongest brand.

PREVIEW ONLY
Full Issue #7 available @
www.lovefmd.com
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MP Management
(2.33)

Monster Management
(5.47)

Fashion Model Management - Milan
(6.56)

B

A

Brave Model Management - Milan
(2.25)

Women Direct - Milan
(3.12)

TOTAL
103,25

D‘Management Group
(6.29)

Next Model Management - Milan
(7.85)

Elite Model Management - Milan
(9.79)
IMG Models - Milan
(10.07)

Why Not Model Agency
(12.16)

Women Management - Milan
(10.42)

FASHION MODELING AGENCIES - MARKET LEADERS

A
Top 11 Agencies
73,81%

B
Other Agencies
26,19%
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MOST BOOKED MODELS

483,87

488,48

488,52

500,50

503,97

642,59

575,52

647,45

648,12

755,82

705,66

769,04

923,40

967,82

1085,68

TRENDING FASHION MAGAZINES
Vogue Italy

67999,98

Elle Italy

10643,33

AMICA

8972,38

Glamour Italy

6912,70

Marie Claire Italy

6392,85

Grazia Italy

4780,00

Muse

4595,15

Flair Italy

4059,02

Vanity Fair Italy

3906,70

Karolina Kurkova

Jessie Bloemendaal

Karlie Kloss
Anna Ewers
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Mica Arganaraz

Kiki Willems

Bella Hadid

Jean Campbell
Sara Grace

Vittoria Ceretti

Cara Taylor

Lara Stone

Lily Aldridge

Grace Elizabeth

Mariacarla Boscono

Vogue Beauty Italy 2365,70
Io Donna

2144,96

Gioia

2032,08

L‘Officiel Italy

692,84

Vogue Sposa

443,19

forget them

346,99

MIU MIU

PRADA

TOP 5 FASHION BRANDS - RELATIVE COMPARISON
VALENTINO

DOLCE & GABBANA

GIORGIO ARMANI

1.5

Aug 2017

Jan 2017

Jul 2016

Dec 2015

Jun 2015

Nov 2014

0.5

Apr 2014

1.0
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N°2 PARIS DASHBOARD
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Why Paris ranks at N°2
•

The city is known for its iconic fashion houses, including Chanel, LV, Hermes, YSL,
Dior and of course for its haute couture fashion week.

•

Paris is often considered the ‚New York of Europe‘, which means that just like its
North American counterpart, it offers not only high-fashion work and international
cosmetic and beauty campaigns, but also plenty of commercial print work and
television commercials.

•

The top 13 modeling agencies from Paris control around 80% of Paris’ entire modeling
market, starting with the biggest being IMG Models followed by Elite Model
Management and Next Model Management.

•

The bar chart on the next page illustrates the 15 top fashion models with the best
performance in Paris in an 18 month trend view, listed by highest publication
performance, influence share and demand value as of September 2017. Arizona Muse
has the best performance in Paris followed by Andreea Diaconu and Luna Bilj.

•

The next graph shows the most influential Parisian fashion and lifestyle magazines
quoted by their highest prestige, advertising value, business reputation and industry
influence, as of September 2017. In an international comparison built on the basis of
magazines, Paris occupies the 3rd place. This can be attributed to the fact that Paris is
the native city of several international publishers such as Vogue, Elle, Madame Figaro
and L’Officiel.

•

The line graph shows the five strongest fashion brands from Paris in a relative IFDAQvalue comparison from January 2014 till September 2017. It highlights that Chanel is
the strongest brand, which confirms the fact that Paris follows New York in a ranking
based on brands, because some of the most powerful brands are located there alongside
Chanel, such as Louis Vuitton, Christian Dior and many more.

PREVIEW ONLY
Full Issue #7 available @
www.lovefmd.com

Metropolitan Models Paris (2.41)

City Models - Paris
(2.93)

Premium Models
(4.46)

Viva Models Paris
(6.28)

Elite Model Management - Paris
(10.74)

Women Management - Paris
(6.81)

FASHION MODELING AGENCIES - MARKET LEADERS

B

A
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A
Karin Models - Paris
(2.17)

MP Management - Paris
(2.81)

Supreme Management - Paris
(3.33)

Marilyn Agency - Paris
(5.75)

Oui Management
(6.33)

Next Model Management - Paris
(8.64)

IMG Models - Paris
(12.14)

TOTAL
93,40

Top 13 Agencies
80,09%

B
Other Agencies
19,91%
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MOST BOOKED MODELS

704,93

717,30

726,01

730,48

799,47

39274,83

Elle France

26356,09
24172,06

French Revue De Modesl

9823,90

Madame Figaro

9574,33

Self Service

9236,89

Grazia France

6664,42

Glamour France

5845,02

Lui France

5691,02

L‘Officiel France

5361,46

Antidote

4645,53

Marie Claire France 4449,51

Laetitia Casta

Adrienne Juliger

Gisele Bundchen
Guinevere v. Seenus

PREVIEW ONLY
Full Issue #7 available @
www.lovefmd.com

Stella Maxwell

860,74

926,38

831,37
Catherine McNeil

Faretta

Bella Hadid
Taylor Hill

940,52

1102,38

1210,61

940,95
Edie Campbell

Anja Rubik

Luna Bilj

Sarah Brannon

Andreea Diaconu

Arizona Muse

Vogue Paris

Numero France
1283,44

1404,51

1783,15

TRENDING FASHION MAGAZINES

Jalouse

3508,42

L‘Express Styles

3363,49

Purple Fashion

3278,71

TOP 5 FASHION BRANDS - RELATIVE COMPARISON
LOUIS VUITTON

CHANEL

SAINT LAURENT

CELINE

CHRISTIAN DIOR

1.5

Aug 2017

Jan 2017

Jul 2016

Dec 2015

Jun 2015

Nov 2014

0.5

Apr 2014

1.0
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Why New York ranks at N°1
It comes as no surprise to us that New York ranks as our number one. From remarkable
fashion companies to new icons from the world‘s leading fashion agencies, New York‘s
prime new developments have grabbed headlines around the world in recent years.
Manhattan’s Garment District is surrounded by major fashion labels such as Carolina
Herrera, Oscar de la Renta, Calvin Klein and Donna Karan who have their showrooms,
production facilities, or support offices located there. Moreover, the NYC modeling market
is by far one of the biggest and most diverse ones. The city is headquarters to many leading
fashion magazines and powerful fashion agencies. The top 16 modeling agencies control
around 56% of its entire modeling market. Finally, one of the biggest agencies, IMG Model
Management oversees the successful careers of the most international recognizable faces
such as Carolyn Murphy, Amber Valletta, Joan Smalls, Karlie Kloss and Chanel Iman.
•

The bar chart on the next page illustrates the 15 top fashion models with the best
performance in New York in an 18 month trend view, listed by highest publication
performance, influence share and demand value as of September 2017. Gigi Hadid is
certainly dominating the booking requests – be it gracing the cover and editorials of
the top fashion magazines or the advertising campaigns of leading fashion brands such
as Tommy Hilfiger, for whom she also co-designed a capsule collection called Gigi by
Tommy Hilfiger.

•

The next graph shows New York’s most influential fashion and lifestyle magazines
quoted by their highest prestige, advertising value, business reputation and industry
influence, as of September 2017. In an international comparison built on the basis of
magazines, New York occupies the second place although Vogue USA is one of the
world‘s strongest fashion magazines.

•

The line graph shows five strongest fashion brands from New York in a relative

PREVIEW ONLY
PREVIEW ONLY
Full ISSUE #7 awailabe @
www.lovefmd.com
Full Issue #7 available @

IFDAQ-value comp
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Muse Management - New York
(3.42)

One Management - New York
(3.64)

Marilyn Agency - New York
(3.73)

The Lions - New York
(3.89)

Women Management - New York
(5.06)

The Society Model Management
(5.66)

B

A

Major Model Management - New York
(3.53)

Trump Model Management
(3.65)

Supreme Management
(3.75)

Elite Model Management - New York
(4.03)

New York Model Management
(5.13)

Ford Models - New York
(6.55)

TOTAL
148,54

Wilhelmina Models - New York
(7.54)

IMG Models - New York
(10.58)

Next Model Management - New York
(8.92)

DNA Model Management
(6.81)

FASHION MODELING AGENCIES - MARKET LEADERS

A
Top 16 Agencies
56,48%

B
Other Agencies
43,52%
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MOST BOOKED MODELS
2977,16

TRENDING FASHION MAGAZINES
Vogue USA

20396,80

1062,35

1228,77

1222,32

1267,09

Adwoa Aboah

Carolyn Murphy

1508,59

1421,42

Cara Taylor
Ashley Graham

Joan Smalls

1547,92

1533,47

Vittoria Ceretti

Imaan Hammam

1606,00

1682,17

1573,90

Selena Forrest
Maartje Verhoef

Grace Hartzel

Karlie Kloss

Grace Elizabeth

Kendall Jenner

Bella Hadid

Gigi Hadid

1751,21

2223,68

2342,65

W

PREVIEW ONLY
Full Issue #7 available @
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4726,65

Harper‘s Bazaar USA

19255,16

Interview

13062,89

V Magazine

12828,32

Elle USA

12024,70

SI Swimsuit

8636,85

Document Journal

8391,14

Allure

7638,29

Marie Claire USA

7510,00

Glamour USA

7507,17

CR Fashion Book

7278,91

Teen Vogue USA

6133,15

WSJ

5244,53

T Style

4418,44

TOP 5 FASHION BRANDS - RELATIVE COMPARISON
MICHAEL KORS

MARC JACOBS

TOMMY HILFIGER

ALEXANDER WANG

PROENZA SCHOULER

1.5

Aug 2017

Jan 2017

Jul 2016

Dec 2015

Jun 2015

Apr 2014

0.5

Nov 2014

1.0
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Thus concludes our analysis of the cities that are at
the forefront of fashion and style today. We have seen
how the power structure of fashion has evolved and
a new lineup of rival cities have emerged in recent
times. Fashion capitals change periodically and none
of the ‘Big Four’ are sacrosanct as such, with each
of them having to re-assert their authority from
time to time. So, while New York may be having a
moment right now, the rest of the cities on this list
are definitely more than a passing trend. However,
in the 21st century there is a consensus among
fashion scholars and professionals, that the fashion
industry will move towards a ‚poly-centric‘ system of
fashion cities where power rotates across cities, with
each taking turns to hold the coveted number one
position. For the time being, the future of fashion
cities belongs not to the biggest or fastest growing
but the most influential and elite, and those with a
strong historical pedigree which raises the bar for
the rest that wish to break into this elite club.

TOP 20 MAGAZINE CITIES

9,420

TOP 15 BRAND CITIES
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15,467

New York

14,765

Paris

12,079

Milan

8,439

Madrid

5,027

Tokyo

3,659

Moscow

3,415

Munich

2,776

Sao Paulo

2,729

Peking

2,626

Seoul

2,602

Mexico

2,067

Sydney

1,781

Stockholm

1,470

Istanbul

1,236

Berlin

1,233

Beijing

0,895

Kiew

0,856

Toronto

0,825

Lisbon

0,814

1,556
Warsaw

1,606

1,589
Stockholm

1,678

Copenhagen
Sao Paulo

1,722
Moscow

1,784

1,725
Sydney

Munich

Amsterdam
Los Angels

Barcelona

Hamburg

Milan

Paris

London

New York

2,012

2,732

3,709

3,964

6,343

6,664

7,828

PREVIEW ONLY
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London

This article is an excerpt of an ongoing research from
IFDAQ Research and the FIU (Fashion Intelligence
Unit). As a service to our readers we are providing this
early version of the study. A full academic paper on
the same will be published and available to order soon.
IFDAQ Research and FIU is continually working on new
technologies to follow up on the rapidly changing nature
of the fashion & luxury industry.
More information is available at www.ifdaq.com

I F DA Q R ES E A R C H

meet the most important and powerful

GLOBAL FASHION CITIES
pre-order your copy now on research.ifdaq.com/facer/
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PORTRAITS| DE MARQUET

by Kelly Blank

As a relatively young accessories brand, De Marquet was launched recently in September of last year - however, the brand name
itself, De Marquet, has roots in a much older lineage. The Swiss designer and owner Rafaella Iten Metzler, beautifully connects her
luxurious brand to her family tree, while also relating to the reality of a modern day traveling European woman.
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carousel is represented above, with the initials of the brand
name subtlety hinting at the noble family crest from which it
originates.
When thinking about the needs and desires of many modern
women, particularly in this global and wanderlust age, the
need for a reliable handbag is indeed high, however the
actual availability of a multi-functional bag - one that can be a
companion in various forms - is a need De Marquet recognises.
The need to bring together quality and sustainability with
sleekness and beauty is a concept that the De Marquet brand
beautifully and completely grasps.
While the brand’s name is clearly a huge influence in De
Marquet’s inherent values as a leader in accessory design,
Rafaella, as a young entrepreneur, was always exposed to the
fashion industry one way or another before launching her
brand. With a marketing and advertising background, it is
simple to see how her great grandmother’s authentic approach
has been passed down through the generations, truly inspiring
the creative (and much-needed) fusion of multi-functionality
with aesthetics.

I have always been traveling
a lot and was missing bags
that had the sort of multifunctionality I was looking for,

„

„

Rafaella explains. The most important element of De Marquet,
and what makes the brand quite unique, is the multi-purpose
element of the designs combined with high quality aesthetics.
Designing bags that are practical but which can also be used
for more than one function are key to De Marquet - and this is
how the first bag was born.
The DoubleDuty bag, in a variety of colours such as caramel
with python leather or chocolate with Dollaro leather, comes
with supplementary leather handles as well as bamboo. The
DoubleDuty bag can also be turned into a detachable clutch
or can be used a small cross-body bag simply by using the
additional chain strap. “It’s what I absolutely needed for short
trips, when you can’t possibly take three different bags with
you” Rafaella says as she explains the moment the concept came
to be, “and thus the perfect allrounder for every occasion.”

D

e Marquet was the name of Rafaella’s greatgrandmother, a noble Viennese who represented all
that Rafaella and her brand values. The De Marquet
name “perfectly represents tradition and consistency,
as well as the beautiful family ritual of passing favourites from
one generation down to the other,” explains Rafaella. Family
influence is even carried on through the unique design of the
‘Carousel of Class’ logo, emphasising the variety of elegant
and chic accessories De Marquet has to offer. The roof of the

Meanwhile, the famous Night&Day collection, while much
smaller in size than DoubleDuty, is similar in versatility. With
no other bag in the world like it, the Night&Day collection
contains flaps, which can be easily interchangeable, allowing
for the smooth transition from the same spacious elegant bag
being an every-day around town accessory to the perfect goingout bag at night. This concept is so unique that De Marquet
has protected the design with the World Intellectual Property
Organisation and cannot be duplicated.
Handmade in Italy, the important Italian tradition of
craftsmanship in fashion design is crucial to all De Marquet
bags. Using high-quality Italian leather tanneries and textile
producers, the process of creating De Marquet bags begins
with simple pencil drawings.
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With approximate measuring as well as hand-chosen Italian
materials, the process of bringing to life a handbag from pencil
to fabric is a creative collaborative journey with the artisan, so
that the practical and aesthetic aspect is brought in line with the
technical feasibility of a particular bag design.
The long process for designing the perfect handbag is indeed
worth the investment to Rafaella and her brand: “The most
rewarding was, and still is, seeing elegant and fashionable girls
and women sport my creations and getting so much positive
feedback.”
Once the new model is agreed upon, the artisan elaborates
a prototype which is checked over by the designer and
undergoes a series of tests to assess its durability and multifunctionality: “I check the prototype, carry it around a few
days to see if adjustments are required and choose or change
leather and colours,” explains Rafaella, “after that, we’re ready
for an exclusive production of maximum 30-40 pieces with
different platings and colours”. Importantly, the entire process
of designing a bag has in mind not only versatility and quality
for the client, but also has at its heart respect for the artisans
and their work - in other words, less ‘fast fashion’ and more
sustainability instead.
Another gorgeous collection, and one that captures both
sustainability and individuality, are the CosmoPolitan bags.
As a boho collection reflecting the hippie-chic personality
of the designer, CosmoPolitan bags are an intriguing and
colourful assemblage of patchwork shoulder bags with large
guitar straps that can also function as stylish belt bags. Ranging
from black leopard print, blue suede, and golden metallic
centres, these bags are perfect for the independent, classy and
fashion-conscious woman who adores originality with a hint
of eccentricity. CosmoPolitan, with its chic detailed straps and
range of patchwork patterns and colours, are a vintage dream.
The SS18 collection will indeed continue the bohemian style.
Currently, De Marquet is working on the prototypes of soft
and multifunctional hobo bags, which can be smoothly turned
into bucket bags in an instant. Suede, as a beloved fabric of the
brand, is sure to be incorporated into the season’s collection.
De Marquet is also working on silk ‘suitcase’ pieces, such
as versatile tunics, which can adapt from day to night. This
innovative ability to magically turn one accessory into two for
different purposes and settings, is an exclusive tradition which
we look forward to seeing this season.
The De Marquet shop which is located at Marktgasse 55, calls
the heart of Bern home, a place for clients who are independent,
stylish and fashion-conscious, who “don’t wait to be given a
handbag - they buy it for themselves”. However, one doesn’t
need to travel to Switzerland to own a premium bag. A sleek
and simple online shop provides the perfect alternative for
women on the go to choose their own bags, either from the
comfort of their own home or at the airport, with a click of the
mouse. However, while the online shop and cozy Bern location
are thriving, Rafaella strives to see her business five years from
now more on the international fashion scene. Look out for De
Marquet being proudly displayed in flagship store windows
throughout European fashion capitals in the near future.
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Peyman Amin
love meets passion
by Kelly Blank
interview by Dr. Reimund Homann

Peyman Amin is known to a broader audience as a judge in Germany’s Next Top Model. Alongside his co-jurors, he has shown
to an audience of millions how a ‘girl next door’ can be transformed into a fashion model - and while doing that, impressed in the
minds of his viewers his expertise and unvarnished critique of the models-to-be.
Perhaps what is lesser-known to the general public is the fact that long before the hype of fashion modeling was initiated in
Germany, he had already been working in the fashion industry. Back in the nineties, Amin managed fashion models such as Heidi
Klum and Tyra Banks for various agencies, including such as IMG Models. Since 2011, he has been running his own agency, PARS
Management.
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Looking back on what else has influenced the fashion industry and
his career as a model agent, Amin is quick to acknowledge that
social media has also played a key role. Instagram, for instance, has
become integral for models in their career, particularly for gathering
a wide following of fans and clients, and showcasing a more personal
and revealing side of models’ lives. Model agencies closely watch
developments in social media, as advertisers utilise various social
media outlets for attracting new customers. Popular models on social
media are now often requested to showcase particular brands on their
accounts (in both subtle and blunt ways), for instance, and this trend
has opened a whole new era within the industry.
As a modeling agent and founder of PARS Management, Amin
keeps close on the many facets of the fashion industry, including the
outlets in which new models advertise themselves. Keeping up with
the times, Amin and his agency are constantly looking for models
digitally on Instagram, using #parsme. However, regardless of the
amount of followers a model may have on Instagram, Amin discloses
that there is a secret to being a successful model: “Besides the exterior
requirements like a great face, a great appearance and height, the
approach to the job is health, nutrition, discipline and ambition, and
only you can accomplish that if you have the desire for the job. You
need hunger for success.”
As with the drive for success which models need, Amin also needed
the same drive to establish his own lucrative modeling agency, PARS
Management, which was created after spending twelve years in Paris,
and with that, many new important contacts. Unique to his agency
is not only the high-calibre talent of the models, but also the PARS
Management philosophy which attracts his clients to begin with.

G

© Christoph Fein

rowing up in Frankfurt, Amin was surrounded by
fashion magazines at his father’s magazine kiosk. It was
this exposure at a young age which piqued his interest in
the industry. Deciding that he lacked a certain amount
of creativity needed to be a fashion designer, Amin pursued being
a model agent as an alternative avenue into the industry. One of
the most challenging times in this quest was when, on a whim, and
carrying with him some pocket money, Amin moved to Paris. Not
even knowing the French language, he spent the first six months
constantly overcoming barriers.
Amin always managed to circumvent challenges and push forward,
determined to form his own path in the fashion industry as a modeling
agent. Even as Amin’s name has become famous within the industry
as well as with Europeans, challenges continue. “The main difference
between back then and today, are the technical possibilities. At that
time, we were still sending heavy modeling books by overnight
courier,” Amin explains, “Today everything is digital.” Despite the
fast-paced digitalization of the fashion industry, technical expediency
has its advantages. Now, Amin explains, no model is required to go
on a long journey for several days just to realise that she did not get
the booking.

Since its founding, Amin has firmly believed that as a foundation,
the agency needs a good team who comes into work in the morning
enjoying their work and wanting to be there. Following a good team
comes the aspiration for always being part of the ‘champions’ league’:
New York, Milan, Paris, and London. PARS supports its models every
step of the way to the top of the international ladder, firmly believing
that investing in the long-term career of models and aiming high is
the key to success for both, the model and the agency. Aided with
good communication and developing a trusting relationship between
the agency and the model, PARS provides individualised and tailored
management for all.
The epitome of what motivation and success can look like is the
face of Peyman Amin. His relevance and high achievement, even
after decades within such a competitive field, continue to impress.
Amin’s otherwise down-to-earth personality is refreshing in such a
fast-paced environment, particularly for a man with a high-degree
of fame and experience behind his name. With a history of fleeing
from Iran with his family to Germany in the late seventies, Amin has
demonstrated what determination and commitment can look like in
the face of difficulty.
Maintaining personal contact with everyone he conducts business
with, is critical for him as an agent, especially as technological advances
continue to reduce the ‘human element’ of the industry. “What keeps
me going is that every day is different,” explains Amin. In the face
of challenges and emotional rollercoasters, Amin sees suspense and
excitement. “That’s what keeps me alive in this unexplainable world
of fashion. From this I get my motivation to get up early every day and
do sports.“ Where there is success, there is motivation to continue and with this, PARS Management and Peyman Amin remain at the
top.
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GET TO KNOW OUR MODELS

Nadine Ponce
Get more
info about
Nadine on FMD

Rosie Tupper
Get more
info about
Rosie on FMD

Katsia Domankova
Get more
info about
Katsia on FMD

Cosima Fritz
Get more
info about
Cosima on FMD
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fashion

blouse, cardigan, trousers & bag
BRUNELLO CUCINELLI

„Thomas bear“ charm

BURBERRY @ Ciolina Bern

shoes

DIESEL

watch
MQT

bracelets

DE MARQUET
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HERE WITH ME
PHOTOGRAPHER ROGER REIST
CREATIVE DIRECTOR & FASHION EDITOR IVA MIRBACH
HAIR & MAKE-UP STYLIST SINEM YAVSANER
LOCATION HOTEL SCHWEIZERHOF BERN & THE SPA
MODEL NADINE PONCE @ VISAGE INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT ZURICH

This editorial was realized in Bern, a city with one of the longest
shopping arcades in Europe. The 6 km/4 mile promenade
(locally known as Lauben), allows shopping in all weather. From
fashionable boutiques and exclusive jewelers, to antique dealers
and traditional markets, there‘s something for everybody. For
those looking for a memorable and unique shopping experience,
we suggest visiting one of the most impressive boutiques in Bern,
Ciolina at Marktgasse 51.

dress

DIESEL BLACK GOLD

faux fur coat & shoes
DIESEL

watch
MQT

bag & bracelets

DE MARQUET
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This page:
pullover

VALENTINO @ Ciolina Bern

Opposite page:
cape, bag & „Thomas bear“ charm
BURBERRY @ Ciolina Bern

skirt

VALENTINO @ Ciolina Bern

shoes

LONGCHAMP
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This and opposite page:
coat, bag & boots
LONGCHAMP
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This and opposite page:
dress, jacket & bag
LONGCHAMP

shoes

CHIARA FERRAGNI @ Ciolina Bern

bracelets

DE MARQUET
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blouse, cardigan, trousers & bag
BRUNELLO CUCINELLI

„Thomas bear“ charm

BURBERRY @ Ciolina Bern

shoes

DIESEL

watch
MQT

bracelets

DE MARQUET
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This page:
dress

DIESEL BLACK GOLD

shoes

DIESEL

watch
MQT

bracelets

DE MARQUET

Opposite page:
dress

DOROTHEE SCHUMACHER @ Ciolina Bern

fur collar

BA&SH

bag

TOD‘S @ Ciolina Bern

shoes

LONGCHAMP

bracelets

DE MARQUET
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This page:
leather coat

LONGCHAMP

pullover

DOROTHEE SCHUMACHER
@ Ciolina Bern

leather trousers

BA&SH

watch
MQT

bag & bracelets

DE MARQUET

Opposite page:
jacket & leather trousers
BA&SH

bag & bracelets

DE MARQUET
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This and opposite page:
leather jacket, skirt & shoes
LONGCHAMP

dress worn as pullover

BRUNELLO CUCINELLI @ Ciolina Bern

bag

LONGCHAMP
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The Hotel

Schweizerhof
Bern
& THE SPA

The Epitome of Decadence and
Tradition
by Clinton Gonsalvez
Few cities evoke in the minds of locals and visitors alike as much awe
and wonder as does Bern. Characterized by its cosmopolitan charm,
one can hardly single it out as the de facto Swiss capital due to its small
size. But what it lacks in size, Bern makes up in location and beauty
and can easily be reached by car, train or by air via the Berne-Belp international airport. Ideally located at the border between the German
and French speaking parts of the country, it is truly unique as a capital
city and the political center of Switzerland.
With perennial attractions aplenty, most of Bern’s charms are so obvious that it hardly requires a guide to find them. The Federal Parliament Building: a UNESCO World Heritage site, the 16th century
Clock Tower (Zytglogge), the Einstein Museum across the river in
Helvetiaplatz and Bear Park are just a few of the many sights it has
to offer.
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There’s also the Aare river, Gothic Cathedral (Münster) among
countless churches, bridges, museums, Renaissance fountains and
four miles of old shopping arcades. Medieval buildings with worldclass architecture and design, Bern’s unique cityscape makes it the
unpretentious capital that it is.
In the summer, the water display on Parliament Square (Bundesplatz)
offers fun and refreshment for children, while in the winter it is
transformed into an ice rink. The Bundesterrasse park landscape on
the south side of the building is a popular place for a picnic or just
a chat. One of the best ways to get to know the unique beauty of
the city is Bern’s Old Town with its arcades and attractions. Bern’s
central location and excellent transport connections, makes it an ideal
starting point for excursions throughout Switzerland.
Hotels in Bern offer the perfect stay for every taste. For those who
want to indulge themselves completely and be treated like a king or
queen, The Hotel Schweizerhof Bern & THE SPA is the place to be.
With its 150-year history, it is the oldest and most celebrated hotel
in Bern, and is known for welcoming rich and famous guests like
Grace Kelly, Sophia Loren, Elizabeth Taylor, Albert Schweitzer and
Peter Ustinov. Centrally located directly opposite Bern’s main railway
station, it offers spacious rooms that combine elegant interior design
with cutting-edge facilities.
The stately and elegant Hotel Schweizerhof’s history is a long and
rich one with many interesting stories. Founded in 1857, before
Bern had a train station, it was originally known as ‘Hotel Fetzer’
or ‘Zähringerhof’ and was given its current name by Daniel Vogel
in 1859. Between 1881 and 1897, the hotel belonged to the Hauser
brothers, part of a well-known family of hoteliers from Wädenswil.
In 1911, the Hotel was torn down and rebuilt by a consortium of hotel
and brewery specialists who reopened it in July 1913.

TRAVEL |HOTEL SCHWEIZERHOF BERN & THE SPA

After several changes in management and administration it was taken
over by the Gauer family in 1939. The hotel was characterized by
Jack Gauer, who had bought the hotel at the beginning of the Second
World War and started the golden era of the Schweizerhof. Gauer
became the hotel’s longest-serving and most famous owner, turning
it into a premier location with an international reputation. His name
is immortalized in Jack’s Brasserie, the main restaurant at the Hotel.
Gauer‘s son Jean-Jacques took over in 1975 and in 2000 the hotel was
sold to the Richemond Héritage Group. Today, the Hotel Schweizerhof
Bern & THE SPA is part of the portfolio of Buergenstock Selection
Group. Following a two-year period of immaculate renovation, the
hotel was ultimately restored to its former glory and opened once
again in new splendour in the spring of 2011.
The essence of the Hotel Schweizerhof Bern lies in the detail and
its luxurious symbiosis of the traditional and the modern. With its
Art Nouveau façade, expensive décor, quintessential luxury and the
passion of its hosts, it has a „5-Star-Superior“ classification from the
Swiss Hotel Association. The hotel offers some of the largest rooms
and suites with undoubtedly the best views in Bern.
There are 99 opulent rooms and 3 suites on five floors equipped
with every conceivable comfort. Rooms are large, luxurious and
comfortable. Every one of them is sound and light-proof, with classic
chandeliers that bathe the rooms in a harmonious atmosphere. The
bathrooms are urban and contemporary, and include a rain shower
and/or bathtub, you’ll also find complimentary Bulgari amenities,
bathrobe and slippers. They even provide a Nespresso coffee machine
and minibar with complimentary soft-drinks & beer.
More importantly though, the hotel is family friendly and offers 24hour in-room dining with a selection of hot and cold dishes. There‘s

state-of-the-art entertainment facilities such as a Touchscreen IP
telephone, 40-inch flatscreen TV, wired and wireless internet access
as well as a mediahub tailored to meet every need. Suites feature
separate living, dining & bedroom areas as well as their own onsite
cooking facilities in order to make it easier, more pleasant and more
relaxed to stay for longer periods.
The Hotel Schweizerhof Bern’s rich gastronomic offering is hard to
resist. Dining reaches new heights and is an experience that combines
traditional with modern culinary art, thereby offering an experience
that is true to the hotel’s philosophy. The lavish and legendary
Jack’s Brasserie is firmly rooted in the history and tradition of the
hotel. Its attractive decor with pretty alcoves, parquet flooring and
stylish lighting promises an elegant fin-de-siècle atmosphere that is
romantically belle époque.
Jack‘s Brasserie serves typical, brasserie-style fare such as Alsatian
choucroute, bouillabaisse with rouille sauce and toasted baguette, as
well as popular local classics like its famous ‚Jack‘s Wiener Schnitzel’, an
intimidating portion served with warm potato salad. In all, the hotel
offers one a choice between French, Swiss, Mediterranean, Japanese
and Middle Eastern cuisine.
The hotels à-la-carte breakfast is also served at Jack‘s or in the
room. One can choose between continental breakfast and the rich
Schweizerhof breakfast. When the weather permits, guests can start
their day with a breakfast of fresh bagels, birchermüesli, coffee, fruit
juices and vegan smoothie bowls on the rooftop terrace overlooking
Bern. The Schwerzerhof also houses three hives full of honeybees, on
the roof terrace who produce the hotel’s own ‚Sky Deluxe‘
honey.
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For a drink and a light bite guests can relax at the lobby bar, the
cigar lounge or the Sky terrace. The Lobby Lounge Bar in the heart
of the hotel offers 60 comfortable seats to make one feel at home.
From coffee and pastries, to appetizers and midnight snacks, it is a hot
spot in town. With its modern design, international ambiance, tasty
dishes and refreshing drinks it is the ideal meeting point for hotel and
external guests.
Continuing the exquisite balance of old and new is the Cigar Lounge,
where an outstanding selection of top-quality cigars and brandies can
be enjoyed in. With its modern and elegant fumoir, the luxurious
smoking room exudes a warm, refined atmosphere where hotel
guests and non-residents can heat up when the temperature drops.
The elegant Sky Terrace offers a breathtaking 360° panorama of Bern’s
most famous sites and majesty of the Alps, accompanied by refreshing
cocktails and glorious light summer dishes. Stylish lounge music
lends a unique atmosphere to what is surely the most exceptional roof
terrace in the capital, making it a great meeting point.
The hotel also offers ‘Happy Hour’ on Thursday evenings from 5
to 9. Guests can celebrate with live music at the Lobby Lounge Bar
or if the weather allows it, on the trendy Sky Terrace. During the
Sunday shopping days in Bern, and on the last two Saturdays before
Christmas, the hotel serves an array of winter delicacies of roasted
chestnuts with a wintery drink or a glass of champagne, or an entire
seasonal degustation platter.
No hotel is complete without a Spa and the Schweizerhof Bern has one
that spreads across 500 square meters to recharge your batteries. It is
a temple of relaxation with a pamper pool, hammam (Turkish steam
bath), Finnish sauna, not to mention a fully equipped 24-hour gym,
and treatment rooms that is perfect for further relaxation, sensuality
and calm. For utter bliss, indulge your senses with its renowned
collaboration with Sothys Paris and Jacqueline Piotaz Switzerland.
Adding to its versatility, the hotel has Salon Trianon, a ballroom
featuring impressive stucco ceilings, imposing marble columns and
chandeliers in the original belle époque design. It is ideal for birthdays,
anniversaries, corporate events, wedding receptions, and other
celebratory moments on a small or grand scale.
For those who may be on the hunt for a private space to conduct high
level meetings or simply some quiet time to work, the Schweizerhof’s
business rooms provide unmatchable locations for any presentation
or work function. The hotels bel etage features 800 square meters
of both large and small rooms appropriate for events of all kinds,
accommodating groups up to 450 people.
The highlight to any stay at the Schweizerhof is its service and superb
hospitality which is paramount. As one would expect from a Swiss
Palace hotel, the staff are second to none and always ready to help. Iris
Flückiger, the host and General Manager together with her team look
after the well-being of the hotel guests with passion, commitment
and joy.
The Hotel Schweizerhof Bern & THE SPA is more than just a luxury
hotel and is for those who appreciate heritage, good taste, and fine
food, all delivered with professionalism. Incorporating a sophisticated
style of French charm and English understatement, it adds a new
dynamic social experience to the heart of Switzerland. The hotel has
long set a very high bar of luxury comfort and accommodation, and
from the moment you set eyes on it, you know you have arrived at a
special place. Whether it’s business, weekend travel, or really diving
in, Hotel Schweizerof Bern is all you need for a perfect trip. With
its combination of contemporary flair, classic design and the richest
heritage in Bern, you’ll probably never want to leave!
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gown

STEVEN KHALIL

fur coat

KALIVER
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WINTER BRIGHTSIDE

PHOTOGRAPHER CHRISTIAN BLANCHARD FASHION STYLIST MICHAEL AZZOLLINI
HAIR STYLIST ANTHONY NADER MAKE-UP STYLIST JOEL PHILIPS
MODEL ROSIE TUPPER @ IMG
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This page:
gown

PERRY SILVER

ostrich feather coat
ALICE MCCALL

Opposite page:
fur coat
KALIVER
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This page:
gown

ALICE MCCALL

Opposite page:
pullover

CHRISTOPHER ESBER
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fur coat

MAX MARA
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dress & gown

MORRISON

Opposite page:
feathered coat
STANZEE
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This page:
gown

ALICE MCCALL

stilettos

TERRY BIVIANO

lace socks

TOPSHOP

Opposite page:
cashmere coat
MAX MARA
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Surface

PHOTOGRAPHER ANASTASIA FUROVA
HAIR STYLIST ANNA PORTKOVA MAKE-UP STYLIST ANGEL
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top

TAMUNA INGOROKVA

to Air

A FASHION STYLIST JULIA TERENTYEVA
LIKA BAKLAHA MODEL KATSIA @ NAGORNY MODELS
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dress
LENA TSOKALENKO
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This and opposite page:
dress
ZIMMERMANN

shoes

VALENTINO
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This and opposite page:
top & skirt
OLGA SAMOSCHENKO

shoes

VALENTINO
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This page:
top & skirt

TAMUNA INGOROKVA

trench coat

LENA TSOKALENKO

boots

GUCCI

Opposite page:
top

OLGA SAMOSCHENKO
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dress
BARBARA BUI

boots

RAG&BONE
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This and opposite page:
pullover
OLGA SAMOSCHENKO

dress

LENA TSOKALENKO

flip flops

BROTHER
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The

New Now

PHOTOGRAPHER CHRISTINA KAPL CREATIVE DIRECTOR IVA MIRBACH
FASHION STYLIST TAMINA VAN RIBAUPIERRE HAIR & MAKE-UP STYLIST MELANIE HOPPE
LOCATION CORTIINA HOTEL MUNICH MODELS COSIMA @ ICONIC MODEL MANAGEMENT

dress

ANDREW GN

bag

ALY SHEA
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This and opposite page:
top
STRENESSE

trousers

TALBOT RUNHOF

clutch

ALY SHEA

shoes

GUESS
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This page:
dress

GUESS BY MARCIANO

earrings

MANGO

bag

ANDREW GN

shoes

WINDSOR

Opposite page:
dress

MARCEL OSTERTAG

leather gloves

OTTO KESSLER

necklace

ANDREW GN
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This and opposite page
jumpsuit

TALBOT RUNHOF

gloves

OTTO KESSLER

bag

FURLA

shoes

GUESS
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This page:
blouse

ANDREW GN

skirt

GUESS BY MARCIANO

clutch

GRETCHEN ZEITGEIST

lipstick

DIOR BEAUTY

Opposite page:
body
MBY

trousers

DRYKORN

earrings

MANGO

bag

FURLA

shoes

GUESS
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This and opposite page
blouse
TALBOT RUNHOF

trousers & bag
ANDREW
GN
This and opposite
page:
shoes
dress
FURLA
CAVALLI CLASS
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This page:
dress

MARCEL OSTERTAG

brooch

SOIS BLESSED

gloves

OTTO KESSLER

shoes

GUESS

Opposite page:
jacket
WINDSOR

dress

STRENESSE

bag

FURLA

shoes

GRETCHEN
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Hotel

Cortiina

where Style meets Substance
by Clinton Gonsalvez

As Germany‘s lifestyle capital, Munich is a modern, cosmopolitan
city with a big heart and a long heritage. With its city center, great
parks, delicious food and friendly people, it’s easy to see why so
many love the Bavarian capital. While it is best known for Oktoberfest, Munich has more to offer than just beer, sausages, and
Lederhosen. With grandeur and beauty to rival many European capitals, few other cities match its marriage of German Gemütlichkeit
and Italian exuberance.

and 7 restaurants/bars.

One of the indulgent and elegant places to stay among all this
incredible loveliness is the Hotel Cortiina. Located in a central
but tucked-away spot just a few hundred meters from the eyecatching Platzl, the hotel offers a convenient location with shops,
cafés and restaurants all around. The intimate, newly expanded
boutique hotel steers a path between the modern and traditional.

The neighboring Altstadt is the historical and cultural nucleus of
Munich with beautiful buildings, pebbled streets, and old pubs
with world-renowned beers on tap. It was restored after the war
to retain the fairytale feel that once prevailed here. A plethora of
restaurants and cinemas are in the very near vicinity while the
central transport hub leads directly to the main shopping street.
Additionally, it features some special not-so-obvious places, such
as the House of Literature, the Munich City Museum with its
collection of marionettes and authentic local treasures, and the
Kunstverein with contemporary art. Local football teams Bayern
Munich and 1860 have stores here.

Built in 2001, Hotel Cortiina is the result of an inspiring partnership between two of the most acclaimed hoteliers and gastronomes
in the Bavarian capital, gastronome Rudi Kull and architect Albert
Weinzierl. The two introduced the concept of the modern boutique hotel to Munich and to date they have opened two hotels
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The name Cortiina with double ‘i’ was chosen because it expresses
a harmonious balance between comfort and service. Its location in
the city center of Munich provides more than mere convenience:
within a minute or two’s walk away are the spectacular 19th-century neo-Gothic Rathaus and Viktualienmarkt (open-air farmer’s
market), with its beer gardens and fresh produce.
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As its name suggests, the hotel positions itself as a hotel for ‚everybody‘, and it welcomes everyone from all over the world. Its clientele is as manifold as the hotel itself: international, modern and
with love for design and detail. With an attractive combination
of tradition and design, it is ideal for guests who want to relax
in sumptuous, peaceful surroundings, and an aesthetic of relaxed
elegance and soothing minimalism.
Cortiina is very much a designer hotel with a rich and warm atmosphere that provides a relaxed stay. From its modern façade of
natural hues accentuated by textures that invoke Bavaria’s rural
charm, guests are introduced to its minimal style. Architect and
co-owner Albert Weinzierl’s design incorporates a spectrum of
regional materials ranging from bronze to local stone pine with a
fragrant, light aroma that encourages rest and relaxation.
All of its 75 rooms provide a rustic feel that create a warm and
comfortable atmosphere. They are decked out in bog oaked paneling, oak parquet, purpose-built furniture’s and Jura natural
stone in the bathrooms that reveals a quietly stylish, modern hotel interior. In 2007, an adjoining apartment wing was added in
with a separate entrance. There are also 15 deluxe rooms with a
separate kitchenette that is ideal for individuals or small families.
Kitchenettes are also available in the rear wing’s two business suites, allowing guests to enjoy the autonomous comforts of home.
The Maisonette Suite is definitely a highlight where two private
balconies offer breathtaking views of Munich.
Every room has a telephone with personal mailbox, complimentary WLAN Internet connection, an iPod station, flatscreen TV

as well as a DVD Player, a safe, a mini-bar and air conditioning.
Rooms are accompanied by fresh flowers while the dark oak furnishings, creating a feeling of wellbeing. The conscientious arrangement of the hotel’s diverse rooms, inspired by the principles of
Feng Shui philosophy, ensures harmonious spatial compositions
that are both relaxing and sensually stimulating. Significant to the
Cortiina’s earthy ambiance are the natural materials that dominate the hotel’s distinctly modern style. Bespoke furniture invites
eclecticism into the hotels‘ fluid interior concept, as well as the
contemporary patterned wallpaper found in a few of its apartment
wing’s suites.
At the Cortiina a good night’s rest for its guests is a top priority. Beds are comprised of natural rubber mattresses, duvets filled
with untreated cotton, and unbleached, high-quality Italian cotton sheets to ensure you wake up refreshed. Elsewhere, services
on offer include parking for €22 per day, a fully equipped 24/7
fitness center, as well as Spa treatments available on request in
one‘s room. Polite, helpful and knowledgeable staff are happy to
attempt to fulfil the wishes of guests and offer good advice on
what to do and where to go.
The hotel offers buffet breakfast in a unique atmosphere at the
Grapes Weinbar. It’s a pleasant enough space, reasonably priced,
serving fresh, regional products from the Viktualienmarkt like
cheese from the ‚Tölzer Kasladen‘ and fresh organic egg dishes.
Though it does get busy, the staff does a sterling job of turning out
dishes. Guests can spend some precious, laid-back moments here
and kick start their day in style.
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In addition to serving breakfast, Grapes Weinbar offers a fantastic
array of wines from all over the world. The concept of a wine
bar was developed by Rudi Kull and Albert Weinzierlof along
with their young Austrian sommeliers Stefan Graber and Markus
Hirschler. From selected classics to the wines of young winemakers, the Weinbar has over 400 varieties with a focus on German,
Austrian, Italian and French wines. It serves as a platform for
modern quality wines where once a month a winegrower is invited and an vertical tasting event is held. From vinophile professionals to wine beginners and occasional drinkers, Grapes Weinbar invites guests to partake in Munich’s wellheeled social scene
in a vibrant location for long nights and hours of pure indulgence.
For those who prefer the Italian way then a visit to the Bar Centrale on the opposite side of the street is a must. The Bar Centrale not only offers the best Espresso in Munich but also a very
special original Italian flair. A casual lounge area allows guests to
enjoy homemade pasta and other Italian delicacies. The lovingly
designed furniture adds perfectly to the details of the original interior to create the pure and cozy Italian bar style.
The Cortiina also includes a highly regarded Bar & Restaurant
offering decadent starters and mains that is very popular among
local travelers and epicures. Steak tartare with roasted malt bread,
and chanterelle risotto with belpe knolle, are some of its top offerings that will leave your taste buds wanting more. The Bar is modern, though mirroring the rest of the hotel. Comfortable lounge
chairs in front of an open fireplace, ceiling-high windows and
exclusive design furniture like leather benches and wooden tables
provide cosmopolitan flair and liveliness. From selected teas to
self created cocktails, and innovative finger food to extraordinary
modern Cross Over Cuisine, the Cortiina Bar & Restaurant creates a happy hangout.
Munich has always been a city celebrating good food. Offering
timeless experiences reflecting its vivacity and charm, the owners
of Cortiina have a handful of very good restaurants. One can eat
at the Brenner restaurant on Munich’s posh Maximilianstraße.
Serving fish, steaks, seafood, and homemade pasta the restaurant
terrace, decorated with olive trees, is a popular meeting place.
Then there’s the Riva Tal where one can savor a clever mix of
Southern European flair and the lightness of Mediterranean cuisine and culture. It is one of the most popular pizzerias in the city
and serves scrumptious pizzas in made wood-fired oven churns.
Those looking for a combination of traditional Japanese food and
modern international cuisine, can head to the Emiko, which also
serves a selection of vegan dishes. Lastly, there’s the Buffet Kull,
which serves up unpretentious fine cuisine that’s a delight to savor in its stylish dining room. Its typical charm of a French bistro
provides a flair for a cozy, timeless ambience. One can expect delightful, tasty dishes with French-inspired highlights such as tuna
steak with wasabi cream, white and green asparagus with hollandaise sauce and rosemary potatoes, or the NY-style fillet steak
with fried potatoes and homemade herb butter.
The Cortiina Hotel exemplifies Kull and Weinzierl’s shared philosophy, synthesizing sophisticated design, impeccable service,
and a deep relationship with the local creative scene. It is a welcome oasis from the hustle and bustle of the city for those looking
for a magnificent and characterful hotel in Munich. If there’s a
square in the heart of the city where the Bavarian capital reveals
something of its true nature, it’s Hotel Cortiina.
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The Botanic Verses

PHOTOGRAPHER ALEKSANDAR KONCAR FASHION STYLIST TAMINA VON RIBAUPIERRE
HAIR & MAKE-UP STYLIST ANDREA LENER PHOTO ASSISTANT PHILIPP HERMETER
MODEL TIFFANY WINTELER @ EAST WEST MODELS
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This page:
dress
DIMITRI

scarf

HABSBURG

gloves

OTTO KESSLER

boots

HUNTER

Opposite page:
coat
MARCIANO

dress

SCHNEIDERS

headpiece

NICKI MARQUART

gloves

OTTO KESSLER

boots

GUESS
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This page:
cape

1.2.3. PARIS

turtleneck

MANGO

trousers

MARCIANO

shoes

GUESS

Opposite page:
dress

TALBOT RUNHOF

headpiece

NICKI MARQUART

gloves

OTTO KESSLER

boots

REBEKKA RUETZ X NEOSENS
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This page:
jacket

SOIS BLESSED

dress

ANDREW GN

boots

HUNTER

Opposite page:
coat
STRENESSE

dress

ISABELLE KOHLHAAS

necklace

SWAROVSKI

headpiece
ALIDA

gloves

OTTO KESSLER

boots

GUESS
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How much are you worth in fashion?
Who are you in the industry?
Who should you book?
Who profits from whom?
Who and how much influences whom?
Who is your career or brand booster?
Which work or cooperation helps you?
How much should you pay for?

Don’t sell yourself below your worth.

Visualize Your Power In Fashion.

DEFINE YOUR INFLUENCE, REPUTATION AND MARKET VALUE WITH THE POWER
OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE.
SIGN UP FOR FREE NOW ON
WWW.IFDAQ.COM
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